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Experience
The Loved One is a biting satire of the Los Angeles funeral business and, in many ways, a
parody of mid-1900’s American culture. For this reason, much of the novel is intended to be
humorous. It certainly had the intended impact on me as far as humor goes. At several parts I
began to laugh uncontrollably, even when the humor became morbid. For example, the sheer
ridiculousness of the way in which Aimée Thanatogenos views the work done on corpses as a
form of art is intended to invoke laughter throughout the novel. In Chapter Three, she speaks of
fixing the expression of a dead person as if it were some high form of art. In her conversation
with Dennis Barlow, she says that “it [a judicial and determined expression] is the hardest of all
expressions to fix, but Mr. Joyboy makes it his specialty- that and the joyful smile for children”
(49). Thanatogenos speaks of the fixing of dead faces in an almost detached way- she says those
words, which relate to the death of children, as casually as if she were saying that a musician
excels at singing certain notes. This is extremely morbid, but in its morbidity is strikes a sort of
dark humor which can bring delight as well as disgust. Waugh beautifully parodies the funeral
business and allows a glimpse into it. The ridiculousness of the business invokes laughs, even if
it does seem nearly inhumane to make jokes about it.
Waugh’s intention was to poke fun at Americans more than anything in writing The
Loved One, but in the course of doing so he parodies the British as well. Dennis Barlow’s
presence in America brings shame to the Hollywood British community as he is highly ignoble
and works jobs which the British consider below them. When he takes up a job at the Happier
Hunting Grounds animal funeral company, Sir Ambrose Abercrombie tells him that the
Hollywood “limeys” have a peculiar position to keep up because they are well-respected by
Americans. Barlow’s host, Sir Francis Hinsley, is disgraced by having Barlow under his roof
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and it is implied that the dishonor leads him to commit suicide. The pomp with which members
of the British community in America carry themselves in The Loved One indirectly serves as a
parody of British culture in that Waugh embraces the stereotype of the English as uppity and
snobbish.
The true irony, however, is that Dennis Barlow carries himself with characteristic British
pomp even though he is the lowest member of their community. He is a somewhat arrogant poet
who is educated in the arts. In a hilarious scene, Aimée is upset with him for having plagiarized
poems he said he wrote for her. Barlow, however, is unapologetic; he turns the situation around
and says that he should be upset that he loves a woman who is ignorant of great poetry. Even the
lowest member of the British community in The Loved One has something of an air of
superiority, and this parody of British culture is another humorous facet of the novel.
Interpretation
Beyond humor, The Loved One has several other meanings. Most importantly, it pokes
fun at the superficiality of Americans. Waugh satirizes the way in which Americans approach
death in a hypocritical fashion. The American funeral business involves more false
sentimentality, over-emphasis on ritual, and a lack of actual care for the dead. In the world of
funerals, more emphasis is placed on correctly performing certain rituals than on actually
celebrating the life of the deceased. This is partially expressed in the way in which the act of
dressing and grooming dead people is viewed as art. The ceremony of having a “Loved One”
look dapper is more important to the people who work at the funeral home than actual respect for
the dead is. Mr. Joyboy, Aimée, and their colleagues specialize in the area of making corpses
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look more “lifelike”, which is a beautiful (though scathing) expression of the way in which
funerals work in America.
Waugh also parodies American insistence on using euphemisms to describe death. The
employees of the Whispering Glades funeral business consider it almost sacrilege to use the
words “corpse”, “cadaver”, or “body” to refer to the dead people they work on. Instead, they
insist on calling the dead “Loved Ones”. Funeral goers are referred to as “Waiting Ones”.
Neither of these euphemisms makes much practical sense because they do not accurately
describe the true state of people at funerals. However, this is something that Americans actually
do; there is a stigma surrounding discussion of death in a direct way and it is instead seen as
necessary to use very indirect rephrasing of words in order to remove any discomfort stemming
from discussing the matter. Americans tend to avoid direct discussion of unpleasant things like
death, and Waugh parodies that by having the characters of The Loved One strangely obsessed
with euphemism.
In essence, The Loved One is meant to satirize the way in which Americans view death.
Waugh pokes fun at the false reverence Americans tend to have for the deceased by giving a
glimpse into a parodied version of the Los Angeles funeral business, where more emphasis is
placed on aesthetics and ceremony than on mourning the dead. On its surface The Loved One
seems like a lighthearted (albeit dark) work of humor, but beyond that, Waugh gives a scathing
rebuke of a facet of American society.
Evaluation
I actually completely agree with most of the criticisms Waugh makes about Americans.
As Americans, when someone dies we truly do get too caught up in false romanticism and we
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emphasize the ceremony surrounding funerals more than mourning and celebration of life. I also
feel that Waugh does a good job of presenting these criticisms in a humorous and making The
Loved One an enjoyable story.
The values indirectly expressed by Waugh (that is, that we should care more about the
deceased and less about ceremony) are values that I have long held. At times I have felt that the
way in which we hold discussion of death as taboo is absolutely ridiculous, so this novel is
particularly meaningful to me. When a loved one die we can get so caught up in the ritual and
euphemisms that we forget the most important part of death- that is, that a person close to us died
and that we need to find a way to come to terms with that. Though Waugh is criticizing the way
Americans behave in The Loved One, I can see where he is coming from and I actually agree
with him on most arguments he makes even considering the negative view of America that he
expresses.
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YOUR NAME: __Tyler Schumacher________________________________________ BLOCK: _______A2___________

Theme & the SIFT Method of Literary Analysis
Using the SIFT method of literary analysis, you can “sift” through the parts in order to comprehend the whole. If
you need a reminder of the definition of any of these literary terms, refer to your “Literary Terms” download.
S
I
F
T

Symbol: examine the title and text of story for symbolism
Images: identify images and sensory details
Figures of Speech: analyze figurative language and other devices
Tone and Theme: discuss how all devices reveal tone and theme

NAME OF STORY: _The Loved One_____________________ AUTHOR: _Evelyn Waugh________________________
Respond to each prompt in complete sentences.
Symbol
Since symbols often hint at or develop theme, identify and explain any symbols you find in the text or the title of
the story. Explain how and why the author uses those symbols. Don’t forget that colors are also used in symbolism.

One symbol in The Loved One comes from the names of characters. The names of Aimée
Thanatogenos and Mr. Joyboy directly relate to the story. The name Aimée Thanatogenos is
extremely symbolic. Aimée is a form of the more popular name Amy which means “the
beloved” or, synonymously, “the loved one”. Thanatogenos comes from two Greek words“thanatos”, meaning death, and “genos”, meaning a biological entity. As a compound word, her
name could mean something similar to “lively death”. For this reason, her very name brings to
mind the image of her profession- she makes corpses seem more alive for a living. Mr. Joyboy’s
name has no etymological symbolism like Aimée’s, but even still, his name brings to mind an
image of a happy and carefree man. Seeing as how he is in the funeral business (which should
be solemn and serious), his name hints at the irreverence that Waugh is pointing out as a part of
the funeral business.
The title of the novel is also a symbol. The phrase “the loved one” has several meanings in the
context of this work. First of all, “Loved One” is the euphemism used at the Whispering Glades
funeral company. Further, as stated above, the name “Aimée” means “the loved one”, and
Aimée is the loved one of both Dennis Barlow and Mr. Joyboy.
Waugh tends to use stereotypical, larger-than-life characters as part of his satire, and Sir
Ambrose Abercrombie is almost absurd because he is such a stereotype. He is a symbol of the
British community in America. He is obsessed with reputation and image, he is connected only
with other British people in the community, and, as if for good measure, he runs a cricket club.
This use of a stereotype is an example of a symbol because Abercrombie is a microcosm of an
entire community of people and, when he speaks, it seems to be as a representative of the
Hollywood British community as a whole.
Imagery
Writers use language to create sensory impressions and to evoke specific responses to characters, objects, events,
or situations in their works. The writer “shows” rather than “tells,” thus allowing the reader to participate in the
experience more fully. Explain what imagery the author uses to help you see, hear, taste, smell, or feel what is
happening. What effect is the author trying to convey with these images?
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One example of imagery in The Loved One is Waugh’s vivid descriptions of Whispering Glades.
He describes Whispering Glades as an almost angelic place, and he makes sure to vividly
describe everywhere Dennis Barlow goes within it. This gives the image of Whispering Glades
as a sort of heaven-on-earth, contributing to its identity as the ideal place for funerals. He also
describes it as a “poetic” place, which explains why Dennis Barlow goes there for motivation to
write a poem about Hinsley.
Waugh also uses imagery to describe the physical appearance of Aimée Thanatogenos through
Barlow’s eyes. He mentions that the hostess of Whispering Glades leaves the room and Dennis
forgets everything about her because all American women are practically the same in his eyes.
The author goes to great lengths to describe how and why Barlow cannot distinguish between
American women just to set up a description of his transfixion with Aimée; at the moment he
sees her he has a “distinguishing epithet” leap to his mind: he sees her as Eve in Eden. He also
describes her as a “decadent”. This description clearly gives an image of not only Aimée, but of
the way in which Dennis sees her. For whatever reason, he is automatically attracted to her and
he sees her in a different light than all other American women he has seen.
Figures of Speech
Writers form images by using figures of speech such as similes, metaphors, hyperbole, personification, etc. Find
examples in the story and discuss how these figures of speech help to convey effect and meaning in the story.

One figure of speech is that Waugh describes Aimée’s eyes as having “a rich glint of lunacy”,
which foreshadows her strange mental state (Barlow later tells Joyboy that he never thought her
wholly sane) and, through a figure of speech, describes her expression vividly. The phrase “rich
glint of lunacy” is an example of a physical trait hinting at a mental trait as Waugh gives a hint
regarding her mental state (where she does show some lunacy) through describing a look she has
to her eyes.
Sir Ambrose Abercrombie also uses a figure of speech to describe the way in which the studios
they work for use the British people. He relates a story about a dog with its head severed from
its body who the Russians are keeping alive by pumping blood into it, and says that that is what
they are- the studios “keep them going with a pump”, and if the bottle were ever disconnected
they would crumble. This is a pessimistic view of life, and Abercrombie shows that he has some
sort of dislike for what he does by saying it.
Tone
Tone is the author’s attitude, stated or implied, toward a subject. Some possible tones are pessimistic, optimistic,
earnest, serious, bitter, humorous, and joy. A close examination of word choice, imagery, and detail reveals the
narrator’s attitude or tone and contributes to the reader’s understanding. In a few words, explain the tone. And
then give 2-3 examples from the text that support your choice of tone.

The tone of The Loved One is primarily one of satire. This greatly affects the way in which the
novel is written. Certain characters- primarily Dennis, Aimée, and Ambrose Abercrombie- are
borderline caricatures of ideas they represent. Additionally, the tone is rather pessimistic as the
point of the novel is to deride the subject written about. The book has two weak primary
characters in Dennis and Aimée. Dennis is an arrogant poet who seems to mess up everything he
does, and Aimée is a hopelessly romantic, clueless girl whose actions are practically dictated to
her by a group of people who write an advice column. Aimée kills herself at the advice of a
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drunken and angry former writer for the “Guru Brahmin” section of the newspaper. The main
characters act like hopeless children and not heroes, and the ending is very sad. In these ways,
Waugh takes a very pessimistic, negative attitude towards his subject. The Loved One deals with
the folly of humanity in a very negative, almost bitter fashion.
However, there is a twinge of optimism after the satire and derision of humanity is over. In
Dennis’s last evening in America before returning to England, he realizes that he is actually
fortunate. Other better men had gone to America, foundered, and died. Dennis, though he is
foolish, survived his time in the New World and is going back to his homeland a wiser and more
experienced man. Even in this message Waugh adds a bit of pessimism, saying that Dennis had
“added his bit to the wreckage”, but nevertheless, Dennis comes out of America having taken
important lessons and having an “artist’s load”, as Waugh says, of experience now under his belt.
Theme
Finally, identify central themes. Remember: ask yourself what subjects (thematic words) emerge from your reading
-- injustice, social protest, corruption, tradition, individuality, etc. List two thematic words, and then explain in one
or two sentences what the author says about each of these subjects based on insights you gained from analyzing
SIFT: symbolism, imagery, figurative language, and tone. Then you have identified a central theme.
1.

Subject #1 (use a thematic word): ___Death__________________________________________________
What does the author have to say about the subject?

In The Loved One, Waugh mostly deals with how death is handled in America. He ridicules the
way in which Americans make death more about ceremony and duty than about honoring the
person who is dead. Through Waugh’s pessimistic satire, he sends an important message; we
need to not lose sight of the actual goal of the “mourning process” when a loved one dies.
2.

Subject #2 (use a thematic word): __Love_____________________________________________________
What does the author have to say about the subject?

Waugh takes a rather negative approach in presenting love. Aimée is loved by both Barlow and
Joyboy, but when she dies, neither Barlow nor Joyboy truly seem to care. Joyboy is mostly
concerned about saving face as he was publicly engaged to Aimée and he does not want it to be
known that she was found dead in his office. Barlow essentially takes a bribe, using money he
has extorted from Barlow along with money that the cricket club gave him to leave to go back to
England first class. He gladly goes along with helping to dispose of Aimée’s body because it
gives him leverage to get money and go back home; in short, he is largely unaffected by Aimée’s
death and goes along with disposal of her body. These two men, after having fought over Aimée
and gone to great lengths for her affection, are not affected emotionally by her death and are
instead concerned with their own self-interest. The fact that both men behave this way after the
woman they profess to love sends a message that love is irrational and not true.

What is theme?
The theme of a literary work is its underlying central idea or the generalization it communicates about life. The theme
expresses the author's opinion or raises a question about human nature or the meaning of human experience. At times the
author's theme may not confirm or agree with your own beliefs. Even then, if skillfully written, the work will still have a theme
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that illuminates some aspects of true human experience that may be comic or profound or unsurprising. When trying to
identify theme ask the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How has the main character changed?
What lessons has he or she learned?
What is the central conflict of the work?
What is the subject of the work?
What does the author say about the subject?
Can this idea be supported entirely by evidence from the work itself?
Are all the author’s choices of plot, character, conflict, and tone controlled by this idea?
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Passage Analysis
Selected Passage:
"We limeys have a peculiar position to keep up, you know, Barlow. They may laugh at us a bit
— the way we talk and the way we dress; our monocles — they may think us cliquey and standoffish, but, by God, they respect us. Your five-to-two is a judge of quality. He knows what he's
buying and it's only the finest type of Englishman that you meet out here. I often feel like an
ambassador, Barlow. It's a responsibility, I can tell you, and in various degrees every Englishman
out here shares it. We can't all be at the top of the tree but we are all men of responsibility. You
never find an Englishman among the under-dogs — except in England, of course. That's
understood out here, thanks to the example we've set. There are jobs that an Englishman just
doesn't take [page 11]."
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This passage comes from Sir Ambrose Abercrombie’s visit to Sir Francis Hinsley and
Dennis Barlow to discuss Barlow taking up his new profession at the pet cemetery. It is all a
quote from Abercrombie, and in it he expresses his concern with the way in which Barlow’s new
job will reflect on the British community as a whole. This topic of the way in which the British
in Hollywood are perceived by Americans seems to occupy Abercrombie’s mind quite often, and
this is his most explicit declaration of the pride he takes in his community being viewed as
respectable by the Americans around them.
In 1948, when this book was written, “limey” would have been considered an offensive
term used to describe British people. The fact that Abercrombie uses this term shows something
of a racial solidarity as using offensive terms can show affection within the group of people it is
offensive towards. Abercrombie’s use of this word immediately shows British camaraderie,
setting the tone for his short monologue on how the British in America must stick together to
keep up a certain reputation. Abercrombie is practically the head of the Hollywood British
community, and he takes great pride in his race. His use of the affectionate term “limey” sets him
up to express these feelings.
Sir Ambrose then speaks of the state of relations of the American British with the
community surrounding them. He makes note that Americans sometimes laugh at the British,
thinking their ways funny. They have foreign accents, they wear monocles, and they tend to
keep to themselves. The terms “cliquey” and “standoffish” are perhaps most important in
Abercrombie’s description. This is because he is extremely involved in the so-called “clique” of
British people in the area, heading the cricket club, seeming only to associate himself with other
Englishmen, and being an overall figurehead for the Hollywood Brits. The fact that he is almost
a form British separatist shows that he embraces the stereotypes placed upon his community.
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This contributes to his character as an enthusiast of British culture within America and hints at
why he cares so much about the image Barlow is giving the community.
Having established why the image of the Hollywood British is important to him, Sir
Ambrose moves on to explain why Barlow’s new profession has major implications for the
community’s image. He points out that British people in America have the respect of the
Americans they live around, and that they are like ambassadors of their country. This is why
Barlow having an embarrassing profession matters to other members of his race, even though it
seems like it would be insignificant to them what an unrelated countryman does. The American
British see themselves as having a duty to represent their nation in a way that would make their
countrymen proud. For that reason, Dennis Barlow is truly a shame to the British community
and they find it highly unfortunate that he works the job he does.
Abercrombie then explain what type of career is appropriate for an Englishman in
America (and outside of England in general). The only place in which British are found working
bottom-of-the-line jobs, he says, is Britain. When abroad, British people must be “men of
responsibility” in order to bring pride to their homeland. This is a cultural expectation which
puts pressure on the shoulders of British people when abroad, and the fact that Dennis fails to
meet the expectation contributes further to his identity as a bad reflection on Britain. Dennis is a
deeply flawed character because he is not particularly great at anything he does, and because of it
he brings shame to fellow Englishmen who are associated with him.
Beyond giving a glimpse into the relations of the Hollywood British community with the
British around them, this passage provides an explanation for later plot developments. After Sir
Francis Hinsely hangs himself, it is revealed that the shame of simply being a host to Barlow
weighs on his mind and drives him to suicide. Hinsley’s death then sets most of the novel’s
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action into motion, making this passage explaining why he kills himself key to the text as a
whole. Barlow shaming the Hollywood British community is also the reason he is sent back to
England to end the novel- the cricket club, wanting to get rid of him because he reflects badly on
them, raises funds to pay his way back overseas. In that way, the way in which Barlow’s
presence embarrasses his fellow Brits later brings closure to the plot.
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Exam
Prompts…
1. Analyze and describe what Aimée Thanatogenos’s dependence on advice from Guru
Brahmin reveals about her as a character. What does this show about her mental state?
2. What does Waugh’s style reveal about his attitude towards the people he describes? How
may this apply to his view of humanity as a whole?
3. Discuss the way in which characters’ names in The Loved One add to Waugh’s satire,
characterization, and the overall theme of the novel. Focus specifically on Aimée
Thanatogenos and Mr. Joyboy.
4. Waugh uses satire to point out human shortcomings. Discuss how Waugh dramatizes
human follies and vices to make social commentary in The Loved One.
5. Analyze Aimée Thanatogenos’s internal conflict stemming from her two very different
affections for Dennis Barlow and Mr. Joyboy. Why does she feel love for each man, and
how is her love for each different?
6. How does Dennis Barlow’s work at the Happier Hunting Ground pet cemetery compare
to Aimée and Mr. Joyboy’s work at Whispering Glades, and how does the relation
between these jobs enrich the story?
Quotations…
1. “Find something, Barlow. Just some little personal scrap. Write it yourself if necessary.
I expect you know his style. And, I say, come to think of it, you’re a poet. Don’t you
think this is just the time to write something about the old Frank? Something I can recite
at the graveside, you know. After all, damn it, you owe it to him- and to us. It isn’t much
to ask. We’re doing all the donkey work.” (pg 55)
2. “I’d gladly come for nothing only one has to eat and the Dreamer insists on our being
turned out nicely. It’s only in the last year that I’ve come to really love the work. Before
that I was just glad to serve people that couldn’t talk.” (pg 83)
3. “Miss Thanatogenos, for you the loved ones just naturally smile. […] It’s true, Miss
Thanatogenos. It seems I am just powerless to prevent it.” (pg 60)
4. “Mr. Parks, I must ask you to remember you are not at the Happier Hunting Ground.” (pg
84)
5. “Why, honey-baby, I couldn’t leave Mom the very evening her new bird arrived, could I?
How would she feel? It’s a big evening for Mom honey-baby. I have to be here with her.”
(pg 128)
6. “Just say the cosmetician of the Orchid Room […] No name is necessary.”
7. “Miss del Pablo has been a particular protégée of mine from the first. I remember the day
she arrived. Poor Leo bought her for her eyes. […] I named her. I made her an antifascist
refugee.”
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8. “Dennis, why is all the poetry you know so coarse? And you talking of being a pastor.
(pg 111)
9. “I’ve always been artistic. I took Art at college as my second subject one semester. I’d
have majored in it only Dad lost his money in religion so I had to learn a trade.” (pg 80)
10. “Secondly, to explain the disappearance. Miss Thanatogenos had few acquaintances and
no relations. She disappeared on the eve of her wedding. What could be more plausible
than that her natural good taste triumphed at the last moment and she should have eloped
with her earlier lover?” (pg 143)
Multiple Choice…
Passage 1:
[Sir Ambrose said] “Go home, my dear boy. That is your proper place.”
“As a matter of fact,” said Dennis, “things have rather changed with me since that
announcement was written. The Call I heard has grown fainter.”
“Capital,” said Sir Ambrose.
“But there are certain practical difficulties. I have invested all my small savings in my
theological studies.”
“I expected something of the kind. That is where the Cricket Club comes in. I hope the
time will never come when we are not ready to help a fellow-countryman in difficulties. We had
a committee meeting last night and your name was mentioned. There was complete agreement.
To put it in a nutshell, my boy, we will send you home.”

Questions…
1. In what way does Dennis use a figure of speech in this passage?
a. He uses a simile when he says he has invested his savings in theological studies.
b. He speaks metaphorically when saying that the Call he heard has grown fainter.
c. He uses imagery when speaking of the “announcement”.
d. He uses litotes when he says “things have rather changed”.
e. He exaggerates when he says there are “practical difficulties” involved with
becoming a preacher.
2. What is the Cricket Club’s true (and implicit) motive for sending Dennis home?
a. They want him to be happy and know he will only be happy in England.
b. They want him to join the British military because he is young and able-bodied.
c. They feel that his presence in America harms their reputation.
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d. They believe that his poetry is too good for America and will only be appreciated
in England.
e. They want to help him escape persecution in America.
3. What is the most likely reason that Barlow says the “Call” to ministry has grown fainter?
a. He no longer has secular motivation to become a minister.
b. He has converted to Buddhism since experiencing the Call
c. He has found out that Mr. Joyboy is also training to be a minister and does not
want to enter the profession with him.
d. He actually had a spiritual Call to ministry but God has changed His mind and
taken the call back.
e. He realizes that his heart is not in ministry even though he thought it was before.
4. What do Dennis’s “practical difficulties” with returning home come down to in a word?
a. Faith
b. Love
c. Pride
d. Commitment
e. Money
5. What is the Cricket Club’s stated (explicit) reason for sending Dennis home?
a. They always want to help their fellow countrymen out.
b. It would hurt them to see Dennis become a minister because he doesn’t really
believe in what he is preaching.
c. Dennis is potentially going to be killed if he stays in America.
d. They owe Dennis a favor.
e. It was Sir Francis Hinsley’s wish that Dennis return home and tell everyone about
his death.
6. Why is Dennis most likely a topic of conversation at the Cricket Club’s meeting?
a. They have heard that Aimée died and are wondering how he is doing
b. They received a note from his parents asking about his life in America.
c. Dennis’s presence is embarrassing them and they brainstorm on how to get him
out of America.
d. They get word of a plot to kill him and they are concerned.
e. They are discussing poetry and his name is brought up as a great poet.
Passage #2
“’The Joyboy parrot?’ [Dennis said], ‘Yes. I think I can explain that. Mr. Joyboy would have an
open casket. I advised against it and, after all, I knew. I’d studied the business. An open casket
is all right for dogs and cats who lie down and curl up naturally. But parrots don’t. They looked
absurd with the head on a pillow. But I came up against a blank wall of snobbery. What was
done in Whispering Glades must be done at the Happier Hunting Ground. Or do you think that
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the whole thing was a frame-up? I believe that the sanctimonious pest wanted the poor parrot to
look absurd so as to lower me in your eyes?”

Questions…
1. Who is Dennis speaking to? That is, in whose eyes would Joyboy wish to lower Dennis?
a. Sir Ambrose Abercrombie
b. Sir Francis Hinsley
c. Aimée Thanatogenos
d. Juanita del Pablo
e. Miss Myra Poski
2. What is Dennis’s stated (explicit) reason for wanting an open casket?
a. His mother wants to touch her parrot’s feathers for one last time.
b. There are open caskets at Whispering Glades so they have to do the same thing at
the Happier Hunting Grounds.
c. The parrot is a beautiful bird and should be shown for all to see.
d. He thinks that the parrot’s corpse might repeat what the funeral goers are saying if
only it can hear them.
e. The casket he chose cannot be presented closed as it would not look right that
way.
3. Why does Barlow most likely encounter a “blank wall of snobbery” as opposed to a
polite refusal of advice? That is, why was Joyboy rude to Dennis?
a. Joyboy dislikes Dennis because of a rivalry they are in.
b. Joyboy has a naturally rude disposition.
c. Joyboy was in a hurry and did not have time to argue over details of the funeral
d. Joyboy was uneasy because he killed the parrot and didn’t want to talk too much.
e. Joyboy did not like the parrot and he thought it was silly to be planning a funeral.
4. Why is Barlow trying to justify the parrot funeral in the first place? In other words, why
is he even saying this?
a. His boss at the Happier Hunting Ground is upset with the bad funeral and he is
trying to explain himself.
b. Joyboy’s mother is angry with him for making her parrot look bad.
c. The spirit of the parrot is haunting him for giving a bad funeral.
d. Ambrose Abercrombie is scolding him for doing such a thing as a Brit.
e. Aimée Thanatogenos saw the funeral and is appalled by Dennis’s work.
5. Why does Dennis think that Joyboy might have set him up?
a. Dennis is paranoid and thinks everyone is out to get him.
b. Joyboy has a legitimate motive to have set Dennis up.
c. Dennis has actually set Joyboy up and wants to frame Joyboy to justify his cause
for it.
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d. Dennis wants to lower Joyboy in Aimée’s eyes.
e. Dennis has undeniable proof that Joyboy set him up.
6. Why does the parrot look so horrendous with an open casket even though the same
problem is not an issue with other animals?
a. The parrot was a hideous creature in the first place.
b. Joyboy intentionally disfigured the parrot to further sabotage Dennis.
c. Dennis does not have the luxury of having a cosmetician, so the parrot was not
groomed properly.
d. Parrots do not lie down and curl up naturally like other animals.
e. None of the above
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Answer Key
Prompts…
1. Aimée’s identity as a weak, fragile character is reinforced by her reliance on others to
make her most intimate and personal decisions. When Aimée is conflicted her response
is to turn to the advice of people she does not know running an advice column. This trait
is exaggerated when she makes the colossal decision to take her own life based on the
semi-sarcastic advice of a drunken, angry Mr. Slump. As for her mental state, Dennis
later tells Mr. Joyboy that he never thought Aimée to be fully sane, and the trust she puts
into the Guru Brahmin advice column goes to confirm his suspicion.
2. Waugh depicts his characters in a very negative light. He highlights their weaknesses,
foolishness and vices above all of their other traits. For that reason, he has a negative
attitude towards his own characters. They are, for the most part, bumbling idiots who
come to bad ends because of the bad they do to each other. From this, it can be surmised
that Waugh has a relatively cynical, negative view of humanity because he underlines the
bad parts of humanity above all other parts and puts a negative spin on life in his writing.
3. First, it is important to note the meaning of Aimée’s named. Her first name is a form of
“Amy”, which means “the beloved”. This plays into the title of the novel, and also
suggests that the title is a double-entendre with “Loved One” not only being a reference
to the euphemism used to describe dead people, but also referring to Aimée as a “loved
one” because she is loved by both Dennis and Joyboy. Additionally, it is foreshadowing
that her name means “Loved One” because it points towards her eventual death and
burial by the people that loved her (Dennis and Joyboy). Thanatogenos comes from two
words and, when put together, the words mean something along the lines of “lively
death”. This gives the image of just what her profession is; she makes the dead look
lively. The name “Joyboy” hints at the irreverence of the funeral business because it is a
very happy name for a man with a profession that should be very solemn.
4. Waugh brings attention to the vices and folly of people through his depiction of his
characters and their actions. The characters of The Loved One act primarily from a
standpoint of self-interest. This is shown when Waugh dramatizes the fact that funerals
are more about aesthetics than mourning. It is also shown when Aimée dies. Dennis and
Joyboy, though they profess to love her, are more interested in themselves than her after
she dies. Joyboy, realizing that she was his fiancée and she was found dead in his
working area, is concerned with how it will affect his reputation. Dennis is mostly
concerned with leveraging Aimée’s death into money from Joyboy so that he can return
to England first class. Human follies are also shown in several other places. For
example, Sir Francis Hinsley kills himself over reputation and discusses how, as part of
his job, he has changed the fundamental identity of an actress so that she is more
commercially appealing.
5. Aimée Thanatogenos’s two loves are not like a common literary battle of respect for one
man versus true love for another. She does not have an instant love connection with
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Dennis and does not care at all about him until she finds out that he is a poet.
Conversely, she is instantly attracted to Joyboy because he is at the top of his profession
but seems to show more admiration for him than love. Joyboy is at the top of the
profession she is in, so she cannot help but respect him. However, she does not love him.
She shows more “real” love for Dennis than for Joyboy, but even with Dennis, she seems
to care about him more because he is a poet (which interests her) and less because she
truly finds love in him. Waugh takes a pessimistic view on human love, suggesting
through Thanatogenos that love does not have as much power as many people believe.
6. In a literal fashion, the Happier Hunting Grounds pet cemetery tries to emulate
Whispering Glades. Waugh makes note that Dennis would have mentioned his work to
establish some common ground with Aimée, but there is a complicating factor; people at
Whispering Glades look down on the Happier Hunting Ground because they feel it makes
a mockery of the funeral business. At the same time, the boss of the Happier Hunting
Ground is jealous of the success of Whispering Glades. There is something of a tension
between the two businesses, which adds the dimension of tension to the love relationship
between Aimée and Dennis. Also, Joyboy tries to lower Dennis in Aimée’s eyes by
exposing his work at the Happier Hunting Ground, which is an important plot point of the
novel.
Quotations…
1. The speaker of this quote is Sir Ambrose Abercrombie, and it comes during the process
of planning Sir Francis Hinsley’s funeral. Dennis Barlow is charged with the
responsibility of writing a poem in Sir Francis Hinsley’s honor. This is significant
because it leads to Dennis looking for inspiration for the poem by staying around
Whispering Glades and therefore being around Aimée more.
2. The speaker of this quote is Aimée Thanatogenos, and it comes when she is discussing
herself and her profession to Dennis. She used to be a beautician, but she has come to
Whispering Glades as a cosmetician for corpses. Her saying that she appreciates the fact
that her clients at Whispering Glades cannot talk to her is an example of Waugh’s
morbid, but it also reveals things about her character; she dislikes conversation, and is
somewhat cold-blooded to say such a thing.
3. The speaker of this quote is Joyboy. As an embalmer, he flirts with Aimée by sending
corpses to her fixed with gleeful smiles. This is a morbid way of courting and it is
somewhat humorous, but more importantly, it is a symbol of why Aimée loves Joyboy.
He is at the top of their profession, and his influence on her in the workplace makes her
deeply admire him.
4. The speaker of this direct quote is Mr. Joyboy, but it is part of a story related by Aimée
Thanatogenos which also reflects her views on the Happier Hunting Ground. Mr. Joyboy
is encouraging a man to act with more dignity in the funeral business because he does not
work at the lowly Happier Hunting Ground. This makes Dennis uncomfortable because
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he does not want Aimée to find out that he works at the Happier Hunting Ground now
that he knows she looks down on it, and it leads him to try to leave his job and become a
minister.
5. The speaker of this quote is Mr. Joyboy, and he is speaking to Aimée. Aimée tells him
that it is a matter of the utmost importance regarding the state of their engagement, but
Joyboy finds it more important to stay home with his mother and her parrot. This quote
shows how little Joyboy actually cares about Aimée and what she has to say.
6. This quote is from Aimée Thanatogenos, coming from her first meeting with Dennis.
The fact that she does not even give Dennis her name shows that, at first, she is meeting
him in a solely professional capacity and that she has no romantic interest in him
whatsoever. She only shows romantic interest in him later when she finds out that he is a
poet.
7. The speaker of this quote is Sir Francis Hinsley and it comes from one of his
conversations with Dennis. He is discussing his career and speaks of an actress whose
identity he has completely changed to make her more appealing to the public. This
shows the folly of humanity because even Hinsley, one of the nobler characters of The
Loved One, has fallen into the trap of obsession with image.
8. The speaker of this quote is Aimée Thanatogenos and she is talking to Dennis about him
having just recited yet another negative, coarse piece of poetry. She says that she cannot
believe he is a pastor given his view on the world. This quote points to the fact that
Dennis does not belong as a pastor at all and that he is only trying to raise his status in
Aimée’s eyes.
9. The speaker of this quote is Aimée Thanatogenos and she is telling Dennis about herself.
Her words about being artistic and wanting to major in art not only give some
background information on her, but also reveal some of her traits. She admires Dennis
because he is a poet and loves Whispering Glades because it is an “artistic place” in her
mind. This quote explains quite a bit about Aimée.
10. This quote comes from Dennis Barlow when he is discussing how to dispose of Aimée’s
body and protect Joyboy’s reputation with Joyboy. His suggested explanation is to say
that Aimée ran off with him, and his arrogance shows itself when he says it will be easy
for people to believe that her good taste prevailed. More importantly, however, this
shows his mental state regarding Aimée’s death. He does not actually care much, and he
willingly helps Joyboy cover up her death in return for money to return home in luxury.
This means that Dennis is more concerned with self-interest than mourning Aimée, and
thus shows that his relationship with her was not as deep and intimate as he had said.

Passage #1 Multiple Choice:
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1. B (He speaks metaphorically when saying that the Call he heard to ministry has grown
fainter)
a. Dennis says the things mentioned in all of the other choices, but none of the other
choices are examples of figurative language. It is an extension of a metaphor
when Dennis says that his Call to ministry has grown fainter, as he never actually
had a Call in the fashion he is speaking of. What he actually means is that he has
lost his motivation to be a minister.
2. C (They feel that his presence in America harms their reputation)
The Cricket Club is a group of British people in Hollywood, and they feel the
burden to maintain their country’s reputation while there. Dennis is, for all
practical purposes, a failure to their culture and they want him to go back to
England where he will not embarrass them. Despite the fact that they try to say it
is for Dennis’s wellbeing, it is actually out of consciousness of their own image
that the Cricket Club sends Dennis back to England.
3. A (He no longer has secular motivation to become a minister)
Dennis never wanted to become a minister because of desire to spread religious
word or any other religious reasons. He only wanted to raise his status in the eyes
of Aimée. However, now that Aimée is dead, he has no more secular reason to
want to be a minister so he says the Call has grown fainter.
4. E (Money)
Dennis has no connection with America and he does not want to stay because of
relationships he has built. His only reason for not wanting to leave is that he has
spent his savings on becoming a minister. One this is fixed by the Cricket Club,
he is free to leave.
5. A (They always want to help their fellow countrymen out)
This is important because Dennis goes along with it. Dennis almost surely knows
that he is being sent home by the Cricket Club because of their concern for their
reputation, but Dennis, wanting the money to go home, goes along with what they
are saying. They lie to Dennis by saying they only wish to do the best for him
because he is their countryman, and he says he believes them because he wants
their money.
6. C (Dennis’s presence is embarrassing them and they brainstorm on how to get him out of
America)
Waugh shows that the Cricket Club is acting out of self-interest, so it can be
assumed that someone brought Dennis up not out of concern for him but out of
concern for how he is affecting their image. Reading into the text, it is clear that
the Cricket Club is discussing how to fix its own problem and not Dennis’s
problems.
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Passage #2 Multiple Choice:
1. C (Aimée Thanatogenos)
Even without Aimée being mentioned by name in the passage, through
understanding the characters of The Loved One it should be clear to a test-taker
who Dennis is speaking to. He speaks of how the disastrous funeral may have
been sabotage from Joyboy trying to lower his image in the listener’s eyes.
Because Dennis is battling Joyboy over the love of Aimée, it is clear that Joyboy
would want to lower Dennis in the eyes of Aimée.
2. B (There are open caskets at Whispering Glades so they have to do the same thing at the
Happier Hunting Grounds)
Even though this seems to be a reading comprehension question, it gets at a major
theme of the novel. The Happier Hunting Ground serves as a foil to Whispering
Glades, and in many ways it is like a smaller version of Whispering Glades with
pets instead of people as their “Loved Ones”. Even though this is Dennis’s stated
reason for wanting to have an open casket and it is not the whole truth, this is
important to the passage and to the novel because it contributes to the relationship
between the Happier Hunting Ground and Whispering Glades and, for that reason,
the relationship between Dennis’s job and the job of Aimée and Joyboy.
3. A (Joyboy dislikes Barlow because of a rivalry they are in)
It is important to note that Joyboy is actually rather debonair and courteous; there
are no mentions of him being rude and he is described as having a grace about
him. The fact that he is rude to Dennis shows that there is undoubtedly an
antipathy between the two men and that Joyboy acts upon it.
4. E (Aimée Thanatogenos saw the funeral and is appalled by Dennis’s work)
It is important to the novel that Aimée looks down on the Happier Hunting
Ground, where Dennis works. This subplot comes to a head when Aimée
witnesses the funeral of Joyboy’s mother’s parrot firsthand and is absolutely
disgusted by what she sees; Dennis then must justify his profession to protect his
image in Aimée’s eyes.
5. B (Joyboy has a legitimate motive to have set Dennis up)
It is actually very possible and perhaps even likely that Dennis’s suspicion of
Joyboy having set him up is true. Joyboy has a very legitimate motive to have
wanted to do so because he wants to win Aimée’s love against Dennis. Dennis
does not have any real proof that Joyboy made him look bad intentionally, but it is
plausible that his suspicions are correct because Joyboy has a reason to have set
Dennis up to look bad.
6. D (Parrots do not lie down and curl up naturally like other animals)
a. This seems to be a simple reading comprehension question, but it has larger
implications. It is important to note that Dennis has studied the business and
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knows that the parrot will look bad. It is also likely that Joyboy, as an expert in
the field of funerals in general, would be able to tell that a parrot will not look
good on display with an open casket. This gives further validity to the theory that
Joyboy intentionally wanted to make Dennis look bad by insisting on an open
casket.
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Analytical Essay
Evelyn Waugh’s The Loved One is a pessimistic piece of satire. In it, Waugh criticizes
the shortcomings of humanity by emphasizing them in a bitter, mocking way. Waugh enhances
his expressions of his views on humanity through the characters in his novel, the way they act,
and the attitude he takes towards them as the author. Waugh takes a negative view of the human
condition, and to express this view, he uses very flawed and weak characters.
Dennis Barlow, the primary character of the novel, is one of Waugh’s most negative
examples of the human condition. His most clear weakness is in his social status; though he tries
his hand at many professions, he lands in the lowly world of preparing pets for funerals. Even
regular morticians look down on his place of work, the Happier Hunting Ground, and he is in the
lowest realm of society. He comes to a point where he tries to hide his work from the woman he
loves, Aimée Thanatogenos, because she is a cosmetician of human corpses and she would be
appalled if she knew what he does.
Dennis, as a British man living in Hollywood, is a source of much shame for his fellow
Englishmen. His low status and shameful profession lead him to be scolded by the unofficial
head of the Hollywood British community, Sir Ambrose Abercrombie. Abercrombie comes to
visit Dennis and the man he lives with, Sir Francis Hinsley, to explain his issues with Dennis’s
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profession. He says that, as representatives of Britain in America, they have a responsibility to
maintain their status and that there are certain jobs they cannot take. In a less direct way, Sir
Ambrose Abercrombie tells Dennis that he has disgraced the British race by becoming a pet
mortician. Dennis’s low status later leads Sir Francis Hinsley to kill himself simply because he
is ashamed to be Dennis’s host.
Dennis’s worldly failures are apparent and are a major contributing factor to his identity
as a weak character, but he is also lacking in the realm of morality. This is most evident when
Dennis, despite having claimed to love Aimée, shows no grief at her death. Aimée kills herself
and Dennis does not show any pain; as a matter of fact, he capitalizes on the death of his loved
one. Aimée is found dead after committing suicide in Mr. Joyboy’s office, and Dennis sees this
as opportunity to extort money from Mr. Joyboy. Dennis offers to return to England and allow
Joyboy to tell people that Aimée went with him. The only condition is that Joyboy must give
him money to leave because he wishes to return to England first class. Dennis does not at all
mourn the death of his lost lover; instead, he focuses on how he can use the opportunity to fulfill
his desire of returning home in luxury. It is not uncommon for protagonists to show vices
throughout the course of their stories, but Dennis is uniquely depraved in that he does not
overcome his vices. Instead, he gets what he wants, goes home, and has only “added his bit to
the wreckage” (146) of America.
Dennis’s chief rival is also deeply flawed. Mr. Joyboy is at least well-established in his
profession, but he embalms corpses for a living and is therefore part of the ignoble profession
that The Loved One primarily pokes fun at; Mr. Joyboy is a large presence in the Los Angeles
funeral business. One of Mr. Joyboy’s biggest flaws, however, is outside of his profession
entirely. In domestic life, Joyboy is the consummate “mother’s boy” and this fact takes away
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from his manhood and independence. Joyboy lives with his mother, and in a memorable scene,
he refuses to meet his fiancée Aimée and discuss a problem she has with their impending
marriage because his mother has bought a new parrot and he needs to be with her. This is a case
of Joyboy neglecting his responsibilities as a man in favor of keeping his mother’s company. In
this way, Joyboy is weak in the sense of acting in an unmanly fashion.
In addition to working in the dishonorable Hollywood funeral business and lacking
masculinity, Joyboy shows moral flaws in much the same way that Dennis does. Joyboy, though
Dennis’s rival for Aimée’s love, is also involved in hiding her death. Aimée, after committing
suicide, is found dead in his office. Instead of mourning the woman he supposedly loved, he is
immediately concerned with how the location of her corpse will impact his reputation. For that
reason, he helps to pay for Dennis’s first class tickets back to England in exchange for Dennis
burning Aimée’s body and leaving so that people will believe that Aimée ran away with Dennis.
Joyboy forgets mourning the one he loves and colludes with the man who was his rival over her
love to hide her body and protect his own status. Joyboy joins Dennis as a weak and immoral
character because he focuses on self-interest rather than on reacting to the death of the woman he
loved.
The reactions (or lack thereof) of Dennis and Joyboy to Aimée’s death also raise the
question of whether they ever truly cared for her. It is entirely possible that their affection for
her was a sort of game all along and that neither man had a deep connection with her. The fact
that neither man shows any emotion at losing her certainly seems to confirm this suspicion. In
this way, Waugh gives another negative evaluation of humanity; his characters’ inability to
experience of true love. This cynical view of relationships suggests that Waugh is pessimistic
when it comes to opinions on the existence of legitimate affection between people.
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The source of the rivalry between Dennis and Joyboy, Aimée Thanatogenos, is another
weak character. Her main fault is inability to make her own decisions. She habitually writes to
an advice column called Guru Brahmin, asking for guidance regarding the most important
choices of her life. For example, she asks for advice while trying to settle her conflicting
feelings for Joyboy and Dennis. The people who publish Guru Brahmin recognize her as a
regular, showing that she writes to them often and has therefore been indecisive on major
decisions in many cases in her past. This gives the impression of Aimée as a confused and
conflicted girl who is unable to think for herself and therefore must rely on others to do it for her.
Aimée’s reliance on advice from Guru Brahmin comes to a head after she has become
engaged to Mr. Joyboy and has a final meeting with Dennis. Conflicted, she contacts the office
where the Guru Brahmin column is written and asks for the person who usually responds to her
letters. She is directed to Mr. Slump, who is at a bar after having recently been fired. An angry
Mr. Slump tells her to commit suicide, and in a moment of characteristic dimness, Aimée
actually takes the advice and kills herself. Aimée ultimately ends her life at the advice of a
drunken, angry man. This is the definitive example of Aimée not being able to make her own
decisions and putting her most critical choices in the hands of others. Aimée is, overall, weak as
a character because she is dependent on others.
Aimée and Mr. Joyboy have the trait of dependence on others in common. Mr. Joyboy
lacks independence because he lives with his domineering mother and does not make mature,
adult-like decisions because of that fact. Aimée, having no known relatives, shows dependence
on strangers rather than a family member. Nonetheless, lack of independence is a trait that
Aimée and Mr. Joyboy have in common. Through them, Waugh demonstrates that people tend
not to be critical thinkers who make decisions on their own through reason, but instead rely on
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the opinions of others. This is yet another example of Waugh taking a very low view of
humanity and sending a message about the shortcomings of humans through satire.
It is important to note that Waugh was British and that it seems logical to assume that he
only ridicules America in his satirical novel. However, Waugh’s low view of humanity is
equally apparent when he depicts his own countrymen. In The Loved One, the Hollywood
British community is mostly portrayed as being overly obsessed with reputation. This is shown
mostly in the shame that they take in Dennis’s low status. From a purely commonsensical
perspective, it should not matter in the least to other British people what Dennis’s profession is
or how he is viewed by Americans. However, Waugh shows that Hollywood Brits are an elitist
society and that they want all of their members to be “men of responsibility” (10).
Sir Ambrose Abercrombie serves as something of a leader and spokesperson for the
Hollywood British community, and he visits Dennis to tell him that he is shaming the British.
He puts it bluntly, telling Dennis that “if exclusion from British society can be counted as
martyrdom, prepare for the palm and the halo” (11). Dennis is excluded from his group of
countrymen because of his shameful job as an animal mortician, which shows the shallowness of
the Hollywood British. They simply cannot accept the idea that one of their countrymen could
possibly stoop below their standards, and Dennis is essentially cast out because the Englishmen
fear that his disgraceful profession will affect the way people perceive all of them.
This condition of the British being ashamed of Dennis is further emphasized near the end
of the novel. It becomes apparent that only part of the funds for Dennis to travel back to England
first class was a result of his negotiation with Joyboy. The rest of the money comes from the
Cricket Club, which is a collection of nearly every Brit in Hollywood. They raise money to send
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Dennis back to Britain and, though their stated reason is that he belongs in Britain and they want
to help him, their actual reason for sending him home is to send him away from America so that
he does not reflect on them. The Hollywood British, in their vanity and obsession with social
status, are willing to sacrifice money to get a man who they perceive as a stain on their
reputation to leave.
The weakness of Waugh’s characters has important implications on the tone of his
writing as a whole. Waugh takes a negative and almost scornful approach to his characters,
treating them as the petty, sanctimonious people that they are. This is where it is important to
note that The Loved One is a piece of satire. In satire an author tries to expose problems by
dramatizing them. Through his flawed characters, Waugh is representing flawed humans.
Though his characters are extreme examples of human deficiencies, the problems his characters
have are easily identifiable. Aimée represents people who are insecure and do not control their
own lives. Dennis represents those who disgrace their groups socially and who do not feel true
love for those who they claim to feel it for. Mr. Joyboy represents those who are “mother’s
boys”, never leaving their parents to become independent people. The British community
represents those who are obsessed with reputation to the point where they will do anything to
preserve it.
Evelyn Waugh’s short novel The Loved One is a work which exposes follies of
humankind through the follies of his characters. Waugh uses weak characters as part of The
Loved One in order to accentuate and thus ridicule problems he sees in people as a whole. These
weak characters, which include Dennis Barlow, Mr. Joyboy, Aimée Thanatogenos and the
Hollywood British community as a whole, serve to further emphasize Waugh’s message and to
enrich the work as a whole.

